
                           Phase 2 
  Incident Reporting Management System 
                               (IRMS) 
      Associate  Technician Level Access 



The Incident Report Management System (IRMS) 
provides 24/7 access and allows the NEC 
Associate technician to create an on-line incident 
report.  Incident Reports created or updated will 
be placed into the NTAC call queue for review by 
the next available NTAC engineer.  The NTAC 
engineer will then provide a response via an 
update of the Incident Report or a callback to the 
Associate Technician.  The contact method is 
determined by the Associate Technician. 
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Process Overview: 



Since the launch of IRMS in April 2011, NEC 
has received valuable input from our 
Associates.  As a result, NEC NTAC is pleased 
to announce phase 2 of our Incident Report 
Management System.   
 
This version has a whole new look and feel.  
We are excited to provide you with this new 
experience. 



Browse to www.necntac.com 

Input your Tech ID or 
email address and 
password, then click 
“Login” 



“System Message” will display 
items such as emergency closures, 
holiday closures, etc… 
“NTAC News” 
Link to the latest NTAC News 
Article 

Create new Incident 
Reports, run reports on 
past Incidents or “Search” 
for an Incident Report by 
IR number, site name, 
telephone number, etc… 

NECCare account 
information and 
Important Links 



Knowledge Base:  
The Knowledge Base tool allows the NEC Associate Technicians 
to search for technical information regarding specific issues on 
a 24/7 basis.  The information provided in the Knowledge Base 
is updated whenever new issues and solutions are identified. 
Each solution is based on key indicators within the incident 
report itself. The solutions are ranked based on context and 
user feedback, so over time, certain common solutions are 
presented more often than others. Tickets that have been 
successfully solved and closed in the past can also be 
promoted to Knowledge Base articles. These solutions will be 
added to the pool of knowledge and can be shared as 
solutions for others that may experience the same problems.  



Displays KB articles written from 
previous Incident Reports and a 
simplified search to locate 
Documents, Manuals, KB’s, 
Firmware and Software that does 
not require Software Assurance. 



Find answers to your questions by 
searching our extensive knowledgebase.  
You can select a specific product or “All 
Products” 



You can then select a specific 
category or “All Categories” 



Notice as the “Product” and “Category” are 
entered, the KB articles display for that search 
criteria .   
If needed you can enter specific text in the 
search area, to narrow the return, then press 
enter. 



The search results returns the best match to “SV8100, SIP 
Trunking and Cbeyond Configuration” 
 
Click on the link to view this knowledgebase article. 



All of our knowledgebase articles have this vital 
information such as the KB ID number,  Publish date, 
last Update and Product /Categories this 
knowledgebase article pertains to. 

The Answer to your 
question, and 
attached 
documentation if 
needed. 

Other articles that 
may help with your 
question 

If this article was helpful,  selecting “Yes” will rank this article for future searches.  
If you find that this article was not helpful, you can explain why and your 
comments will be sent to Subject Matter Expert who will review and respond to 
your concerns or write an article for your specific situation 



The following slides will 
outline the procedure 
for creating an Incident 
Report. 



To create an Incident Report, click on the 
“Create New Incident Report” Link 



Displays your 5 most 
recent Incident Reports 

Select a Product that 
you would like to 
open an Incident 
Report on.  This 
product tree will 
reflect the systems 
your company is 
authorized to sell. 



You must locate the site 
by input of one or more 
of the following items.  
Location ID, Hardware 
Key Code, Customer 
Name, City, State or 
Postal Code 



This search was 
done by State / 
Providence 
and returned the 
following Locations. 



You can view 
 the Location Information, 
create an Incident Report, 
or view Software Assurance 



Clicking the  
“Software 
Assurance” tab 
displays   Software 
Assurance 
Information for 
this location 



Previous  Incident Reports  opened against this site 
will show here.  Choose New to open  a new Incident 
Report 



New Incident 
Report 
selected from 
previous slide. 



Enter  Alternate Contact 
Number, such as a cell etc.. 
then select a Category 



Select the Severity of 
the problem 



Enter the Description of the 
issue then click Continue 
 



This step is mandatory 
to open a Incident 
Report.  You Must 
review one of the five 
Answer  Links  to see if 
it solves the problem 



Now select if this Document 
solved your problem  Yes  or  
No 
 
If Yes then no further action 
is required and the Incident 
Report will be closed 
 
If No then you will proceed 
to submit an Incident Report 
to NTAC 



View when user selects Yes  
to the question “ Did this 
article solve your problem” 
from previous slide.  Incident 
Report is now closed 



When the Document  reviewed 
from slide 24, does not correct 
your problem, you then proceed 
to opening Incident Report.  Enter 
the Product Revision,   (follow  the 
expected format as seen here) 
then Continue 



User must input New 
Activity then select the 
desired contact method , 
Email, Request Callback 
then Submit 



Your Incident Report is now 
entered into queue for the 
next available NTAC engineer.   



Advanced Ticket Tracking:  
Each technician will be able to see a 
full and complete history of tickets 
opened against each of their 
locations. This helps to identify 
trends and it provides the ability to 
view the complete support history 
for a specific site  



There are three pre-set 
reports, or you can build and 
save your own custom reports. 



Users can create 
Custom Reports, 
select from  a 
variety of report 
items and filter 
options.  Reports 
can be saved in 
HTML, Excel or XML 
formats.  Reports 
can be scheduled to 
deliver on a specific 
date, daily, weekly, 
monthly, etc… 



HTML reports are interactive, click on the highlighted field 
and go directly to the Incident Report 



Associate Notifications: 
Upon creation of an Incident Report, IRMS will notify the 
Associate Technician by email with a copy of the Incident 
Report.   Any updates made to the Incident Report by NTAC 
will also trigger an email notification to the Associate 
Technician. 
If the Incident Report is in an “Associate” Status, which means 
NTAC is waiting for input from the Associate Technician, then 
IRMS will automatically set a “Follow Up”  date on the 
Incident Report and email the Associate Technician on this 
date.  This Follow Up time is calculated by the Status and 
Severity of the ticket and ranges from 1 – 10 days. 
If the email goes unanswered, IRMS will email the Associate 
Technician and Associate Management each day until an 
update is made to the Incident Report. 



NTAC Notification: 
A similar notification structure happens when the 
Associate Technician updates an Incident Report. 
When updated, the Incident Report enters the NTAC call 
queue with the same priority as a voice call, then 
delivered to the next available NTAC Engineer. 
When the Incident Report status is set to “NTAC”, 
meaning it is waiting on action from a NTAC Engineer, 
and the Follow Up date elapses, email notifications are 
generated to the NTAC Engineer who is assigned to the 
ticket.  If there is no update from the Engineer, then 
NTAC management is notified the following day. 



Stay tuned for more exciting changes to 
IRMS in 2012.  NEC is committed to provide 
an exceptional support experience to its 
associates. 



Thank You 


